
HURLEY 1XI v Winchmore Hill – 30th June 2012 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b J Reading 19 

D Simoes c Ahsan b J Reading 17 

V Sharma c Mahmood b D Reading 7 

P Hunjan c D Reading b Ahsan 6 

S Taylor b J Reading 33 

S Riaz c D Reading b J Reading 10 

T Balchin b J Reading 2 

C Louw st Dudderidge b Bell 12 

V Bhagwani Not out 30 

D Day b Aziz  0 

M Cole b Aziz 0 

 Extras 32 

 Total 184ao 

 

WINCHMORE HILL 
S Banham b Riaz 30 

S Dudderidge Not out 98 

D Reading lbw Riaz 0 

A Mahmood Not out 20 

 Extras 37 

 Total 185-2 

 

S Riaz  9.5-0-72-2 P Hunjan 4-0-19-0 

M Cole  6-1-20-0 

C Louw 8-0-35-0 

P Ridgeway 8-2-22-0 

 

Despite the visitors Winchmore Hill fielding 8 men for the first half dozen overs and only managing 10 in 

total, Hurley were still well beaten as the familiar pattern of an inability to defend a competitive total 

was repeated in tired fashion.   

 

Another damp surface and slow outfield greeted Hurley as they were asked to bat and Phil Ridgeway 

(19) and Dave Simoes (17) looked relatively untroubled adding 30 in 9 overs before Simoes became 

the first scalp of Jimmy Reading (5-50) offering the simplest of catches to extra cover. Hurley lost 

wickets in clutches and so two overs later Ridgeway drove at an inswinging delivery and lost his leg 

peg with the score on 45. Varun Sharma (7) and Pav Hunjan (6) both looked uncertain trying to 

rebuild and again both departed within two overs to leave Hurley wallowing at 69-4, Sharma driving in 

the air to mid off and Hunjan offering another dolly to mid on. Steve Taylor (33) was the only bright 

spot in the Hurley middle order as he and Shoab Riaz (10) put on an encouraging 34 for the 5th wicket 

but Riaz offered another simple catch and the home side withered to 117-7. Some entertaining hitting 

from Vik Bhagwani (30not) lifted Hurley to an unlikely 184 before Mike Cole (16) fell in the final over. It 

still looked a competitive score in difficult conditions. 

 

Tea is fast becoming the highlight of any game for Hurley at home but another sumptuous repose 

failed as a secret weapon to slow the opposition as they were fast out of the traps with Stuart Banham 

(30) and a brilliant undefeated 98 from Simon Dudderidge crashed 136 in 30 overs. Excellent running 

and rapacious hitting especially from the chirpy Dudderidge coupled with the Hurley plague of 

excessive extras ensured that Hurley disappeared as quickly as Brits at Wimbledon. Riaz was recalled 

after a pacey but wayward opening spell and bowled Banham then trapped Reading (0) in strange 

fashion but could not halt the inevitable and depressing slide to defeat by 8 wickets and with 12 overs 

to spare. 

 

Hurley are badly missing batsmen who can build a significant innings and bowlers with radar sufficient 

that the keeper does not need a trampoline to field the ball; worrying ingredients for the rest of the 

season, coupled with appalling availability.  

MotM : Steve Taylor 



 


